INTERVIEW
Over the past few years, Auraya has experienced tremendous growth
culminating recently with strategic relationships with a number of
major service providers including AmazonConnect. We caught up
with Clive Summerfield, Founder and CTO, Auraya to hear about
what’s next for the company and biometrics…

What challenges are organisations facing today

just a small step from password reset to second-

that you feel biometrics can help to solve?

factor authentication and password replacement.

Biometrics – specifically voice biometrics – solve
not just the burgeoning fraud problem, but many of

What do you feel the most exciting innovation is

the compliance issues relating to the delivery of

for biometric technology at the moment?

secure online and telephony customer service.

Biometric in the browser! With the emergence of
HTML5, it is now possible to insert voice biometrics

How do you feel biometric technology can

into website and WebApps in no time at all,

enhance customer experience to deliver great

providing a convenient way to deliver biometric

customer service for end-users?

security across a wide range of markets and

Voice biometrics makes identity authentication

applications.

seamless and invisible to the customer. No
passwords to remember, no PINs to forget.

How can new technologies and regulations
support authentication and satisfy the greater

How are you expecting to see the industry

demand for security and trust?

change or evolve over the next 12 months?

Regulation, such as GDPR and PSD2, is at the

We expect to see voice become the defacto

heart of building trust and confidence in the

second-factor authentication credential for online

technology and ensuring the responsible and ethical

banking, financial services and access to cloud-

application of this powerful technology.

based services.
What would you advise those looking to deploy
Where are you seeing the greatest demand for

biometric technology in their organisation to

biometrics?

consider?

The greatest demand at the moment is in the

Start with the customer experience and work back

traditional password reset. Looking forward, it is

from there.

